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Discoveries & 
News
Hunting Bad Actors in Fish Poisoning
     Peering into an image with lots 

of brightly colored lines that look 

like a barcode, Dr. Deana Erdner, an 

associate professor at the University 

of Texas Marine Science Institute, is on 

the hunt. She’s stalking dinoflagellates 

of the genus Gambierdiscus, to see 

which ones carry toxins that can cause 

ciguatera fish poisoning. Ciguatera 

fish poisoning most commonly occurs 

in warm waters of the Pacific Ocean, 

Indian Ocean and the Caribbean Sea. 

While cases reported in the United 

States are relatively rare, it is the most 

frequently reported seafood-toxin 

illness in the world. 

     The scale and magnitude of the 

fish poisoning is why the National 

Science Foundation and National 

Institute for Environmental Health 

and Safety funded a new research 

center called the Greater Caribbean 

Center for Ciguatera Research 

(GCCCR). One of the investigators in 

the consortium is Dr. Deana Erdner, 

whose expertise in phytoplankton 

makes her well-equipped to answer 

questions surrounding ciguatera fish 

poisoning.    

   A big challenge in understanding 

ciguatera toxin, is that there are lots 

of different Gambierdiscus species 

and we are still learning which ones 

are causing the fish poisoning. 

It’s Erdner’s job to figure out if the 

problem stems from many different 

species that are mildly toxic or if it’s 

the result of a few super toxic species. 

She and her colleagues combine 

DNA collected from different species 

with information on the toxin level in 

each species to begin to answer the 

question of whether it’s a few ‘bad 

actors’ or if it’s the combined power 

Associate professor, Dr. Deana Erdner points to barcodes that represent over 12 million 
DNA sequences of phytoplankton species from coral reef communities in Florida Keys 
and Virgin Islands collected during a two-year time series. Credit: UTMSI/Sally Palmer
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and bioaccumulation of many species.

 Erdner’s lab has also isolated hundreds of strains of 

Gambierdiscus in the lab to study their DNA, their toxins, 

and how they respond to changes in the environment, 

especially water temperature. Erdner’s work and that of her 

colleagues will help identify the toxins, the conditions that 

allow them to thrive, and how the toxins affect humans. Their 

results will be critical to the development of monitoring 

approaches for public health.

 The GCCCR is led by Co-Directors Dr. Michael Parsons, 

Florida Gulf Coast University, and Dr. Robert Sobol, 

University of South Alabama, with collaborators Drs. Alison 

Robertson and Jennifer Pierce, University of South Alabama; 

Drs. Mindy Richlen and Donald Anderson, Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institute; and Dr. Tyler Smith, University 

of the Virgin Islands.

Fingerprinting Oil
     Oil is no stranger to the Gulf of Mexico and this fall 

beachgoers came in direct contact with sometimes-sticky 

oil remnants or tar balls. Oil can be released in gulf waters 

from naturally occurring seeps, or through accidents 

associated with man-made drilling or oil transportation.

 UTMSI chemists, Dr. Zhanfei Liu, Dr. Kaijun Lu, and 

Xiangtao Jiang, collected oil tar balls that washed up on 

Port Aransas beaches to try to get a better understanding of 

where the oil was from. They employed chemistry to analyze 

hopanes, a group of biomarkers that can “fingerprint” each 

tar ball, together with other hydrocarbons. 

 They found that the recent tar balls washing up are 

likely from three or four distinct sources. Some of the less 

weathered tar balls had a somewhat similar fingerprint, or 

collection of hopanes, to the oil from the Ixtoc 1 spill that 

occurred in the Bay of Campeche, Mexico in 1979. Ixtoc 1 

was one of the largest oil spills on record and throughout 

the early 1980s, was the scourge of many a beach goer on 

the South Texas coast.

 The chemists say that the less weathered tar balls have 

a chemical signature that is similar to Ixtoc 1, and could 

be from large globs of buried Ixtoc I oil recently released 

by dredging or indicate a new spill of oil from the same or 

similar oil reservoir as Ixtoc I. “We won’t know for sure if 

the oil is from buried tar mats from the Ixtoc 1 spill until 

we can compare our analyses with an original sample from 

Ixtoc I,” said Dr. Zhanfei Liu.

Viruses in Mangroves May Influence Methane Emission
     Viruses aren’t just in the germy smear a kindergartner 

can leave on the refrigerator door; they are all around us 

and infect every living creature. In fact, viruses may play 

a big role in the amount of methane released into the 

atmosphere by infecting microbes and changing how they 

process carbon to produce methane. There is a gaping 

void on the types and quantities of viruses in mangroves, 

how viruses infect the microbes, and how they change 

the microbe’s metabolism. Ian Rambo, a marine science 

Ph.D. candidate at The University of Texas Marine Science 

Institute and UTMSI’s first Discovery Fellow, is looking to 

fill-in the knowledge gap by using supercomputing powers 

to identify and unscramble the genes in these habitats to 

determine the impact of viruses on methane production.

 Ian is in Dr. Brett Baker’s lab and was selected for a 

prestigious fellowship funded through the US Department 

of Energy Office of Science Graduate Student Research 

(SCGSR) Program to perform part of his dissertation 

research at the Joint Genome Institute, a User Facility 

of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, 

California.

 While there, Ian will begin to tease out what the role 

and impact viruses have on methane emissions in Texas 

mangrove wetlands. Methane emissions in mangroves are 

important to understand because while they are productive 

habitats that produce massive amounts of oxygen and 

sequester atmospheric carbon, the soils underneath 

emit methane. While the presence of mangroves is a net 

benefit in terms of contribution to the atmosphere, it is Eight different tar balls collected on the Port Aransas beach 
used in the fingerprinting analysis. Credit: UTMSI / Zhanfei Liu.
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still important to understand the mechanisms of how 

methane is produced and consumed. Mangroves drop 

many leaves in a confined space and the soil underneath 

mangroves is typically anoxic, or lacking in oxygen. The role 

that viruses play in helping or hindering these microbes to 

decompose the mangrove detritus is key to understanding 

and predicting the amount of methane emission microbes 

produce and how much methane they contribute to the 

atmosphere. “Viruses can hijack the metabolism of host 

microbes and this could actually speed up a biogeochemical 

process that breaks down carbon compounds and produces 

methane,” said Rambo.

A Hawaiian Cruise for Camera Enthusiast
  This summer, biological oceanographer Dr. Tracy 

Villareal cashed in some frequent flyer miles and caught 

a flight to hop onboard a cruise off the coast of Oahu, 

Hawaii. The cruise had all the promise of relaxation: calm 

seas, crystal blue water, and plenty of high definition videos 

to watch. The cruise however wasn’t a normal voyage, 

but then again Tracy Villareal isn’t a normal biologist. The 

cruise was aboard the research vessel R. V. Kilo Moana 

to a time-series station that scientists have been visiting 

for over 30 years, and Tracy Villareal, a phytoplankton 

biologist turned tech enthusiast was offered a free berth 

to test a new underwater video recording device. The video 

recorder is the modern version of a camcorder, except 

this sleek camera is shaped like a miniature bat mobile 

on a sled. It can withstand pressures that would crush a 

soda can instantaneously and can record high definition 

images of plankton smaller than a grain of sand. In fact, 

the data it can gather while underwater rivals the space a 

full season of ‘The Office’ sitcom takes up on a hard drive. 

Associated hardware from this device called CPICS is 

so unique that it has the potential to use deep learning 

software to understand how plankton migrate through 

the water column and change the oxygen and nutrient 

concentration in the upper part of the ocean.

 Villareal’s work was recently awarded a grant from the 

National Science Foundation to continue the study. In fact, 

this recent cruise was the first of many - Dr. Villareal will 

set off from Hawaii again this spring on one of six cruises 

in 2020 and eight in 2021 to test seasonal phytoplankton 

variations. “With any new piece of technology, it’s crucial 

to do some beta testing. I was just fortunate to be able to 

iron out some of the kinks before the full cruises begin,” said 

Villareal. Villareal’s research hopes to shed light on the role 

that large, rare phytoplankton play in nutrient and oxygen 

patterns found in surface waters of the open sea. This is 

linked to a long-standing question whether the open sea 

is actually a source or sink for carbon dioxide.

Collage of plankton captured by the video recorder. Photo 
credit: UTMSI Tracy Villareal.

Graduate student, Ian Rambo, is performing research at the 
Joint Genome Institute, a User Facility of Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory in Berkeley, California as part of a fellowship 
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy. Courtesy photo.
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Skinny Seagrass May Increase Hurricane Risk
      As the saying goes ‘you can never be too rich or too thin’ 

unless of course, you’re a seagrass blade in Texas. In Texas, 

the climax species such as Thalassia, or turtle grass, are 

two times narrower than their relatives in Florida. Skinny 

seagrass blades may increase their risk for destruction 

during hurricanes. Researchers at the University of Texas 

Marine Science Institute (UTMSI) published a study 

in Limnology and Oceanography Letters that showed 

unprecedented evidence that climax seagrass species 

suffered far more than the “weedy” pioneer species Halodule 

during Hurricane Harvey. All other major hurricanes in the 

Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean showed the opposite 

results - with greater impacts to the pioneer species. 

The difference may lie in the physical structure of Texas 

seagrass. Turtle grass is typically more resilient to extreme 

storms due to their wide leaves and robust root system. In 

fact, during other big hurricanes like Wilma and Georges, 

turtle grass did not significantly decrease, while in Texas - 

Hurricane Harvey caused a turtle grass bed decline of 33%!

      Victoria Congdon, a Ph.D. student at UTMSI led the study. 

Despite damage to their homes and laboratories, she and 

her coauthors, Dr. Christina Bonsell, Meaghan Cuddy and 

Dr. Ken Dunton, all from UTMSI, were on the water just two 

weeks after the hurricane. Seagrass monitoring stations 

were established before Harvey and, of those, the team was 

able to sample 126 stations post storm. “We were pretty 

surprised,” reflected Congdon. “Turtle grass has a hardy 

root system, but in some places, they were dead and just 

mowed down like a lawn mower all the way to the roots.” 

     The researchers reported that the reason Texas seagrass 

experienced a different impact from hurricanes than other 

states was because Texas seagrass have thinner blades. 

Texas is unique, in that barrier islands create sheltered bay 

systems with less wave action. More research is needed 

to fully understand the full scope of the reasons for the 

blade width in Texas, but one thing is for certain – the loss 

of turtle grass is significant for the Texas coast. “It grows 

much slower than Halodule and could take several years 

to a decade or more to reach pre-hurricane levels” said 

Congdon.

     This research was made possible by a National Science 

Foundation RAPID grant and the Texas Seagrass Monitoring 

program partners: Mission-Aransas National Estuarine 

Research Reserve, National Park Service, Coastal Bend 

Bays & Estuaries Program, and Texas General Land Office.

Graduate student, Victoria Congdon, uses a PVC quadrant to 
measure percent cover of seagrass. Photo credit: UTMSI/Kim 
Jackson. 

Fish Figures
A new partnership with the Port Aransas South Jetty 
newspaper will share recreational fishery information 
collected by graduate student Derek Bolser in 
UTMSI’s Coastal Fisheries Research Program. Look 
for Fish Figures the next time you read the South 
Jetty.
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Dignitaries at the announcement of funding from the Economic 
Development Administration for the Center of Coastal Ocean 
Science at The University of Texas Marine Science Institute. 
From left to right: The Honorable Brent Chesney, Nueces 
County Commissioner, Precinct 4; Jorge Ayala, Regional 
Director, Economic Development Administration; Wendy 
Moore, Mayor Pro tempore, City of Port Aransas; the Honorable 
Michael Cloud, United States Congressman, District 27; the 
Honorable Todd Hunter, State Representative, District 32; 
Dr. Robert Dickey, Director of The University of Texas Marine 
Science Institute; Dennis Alvord, Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Regional Affairs for Economic Development Administration; and 
Dr. Dean Appling Associate Dean, College of Natural Sciences, 
The University of Texas. Not pictured, Nueces County Judge 
Barbara Canales. Credit: UTMSI/ Sally Palmer. 

Administrative Services
U.S. Commerce Department Invests in Recovery of UT 
Marine Science Institute
     The U.S. Department of Commerce’s Economic 

Development Administration (EDA) awarded a $5 million 

grant to The University of Texas at Austin to repair a large 

laboratory building on the UT Marine Science Institute 

campus in Port Aransas and help establish a new Center 

for Coastal Ocean Science. As the city’s largest employer, 

the new center will contribute to recovery in Port Aransas 

and the larger Coastal Bend region.

     The Center for Coastal Ocean Science is located at the 

Port Street campus next to the Fisheries and Mariculture 

Laboratory and will be Texas’ first research facility dedicated 

to the understudied field of marine chemical ecology. It will 

engage scientists and students from universities, industry 

and government to explore the chemical language of the sea 

and the effects of natural and human-introduced chemicals 

on marine life and ecosystem health.

     The project was made possible by regional planning 

efforts led by the Coastal Bend Council of Governments 

and funded under the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 (PL 

115-123), in which Congress appropriated to EDA $600 

million in additional Economic Adjustment Assistance 

(EAA) Program funds for disaster relief and recovery as 

a result of Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria; wildfires; 

and other calendar year 2017 natural disasters under the 

Stafford Act.

NOAA Helps UTMSI Rebound from Hurricane Harvey
     After more than two years of roof repairs, window 

installations and building reinforcements, the scientists, 

staff members and students at the University of Texas 

Marine Science Institute (UTMSI) have an end in sight 

for their ongoing effort to rebuild after Hurricane Harvey, 

thanks to help from the U.S. Congress.

     Newly awarded funding of $11.7 million — authorized 

through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) for the recovery effort at UTMSI — 

will allow the institute to complete repairs and renovations 

to remaining facilities, including a popular visitors center 

and the institute’s mission-critical research pier.

     “We are grateful to Congress for these funds. Rebuilding 

for the future has taken a combination of support from the 

university, insurance, state and federal government and our 

generous donors,” said Robert Dickey, UTMSI’s director 

and a professor of marine science. “This final piece of the 

puzzle will help us get over the finish line.”

     The newly awarded $11.7 million will be used to support 

and supplement the repair or rebuilding of research and 

education infrastructure, including: the research pier, visitor 

centers, educational trails, student housing and buildings 

that support the Amos Rehabilitation Keep.

     UTMSI previously received tens of thousands of visitors 

annually, but since Harvey, its visitor facilities have been 

closed, and K-12 education programs have been operating 

at limited capacity. The newly awarded funds will help the 

institute and the Mission-Aransas Reserve return to full 

operations and reopen on-site marine science education 

programs to visitors from throughout Texas and beyond.
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New Funding Received Since June
 o Lauren Yeager - Collaborative Research: 

Environmental and anthropogenic drivers of decadal-

scale changes in estuarine fish alpha and beta 

diversity from local to biogeographic scales (National 

Science Foundation)

 o Zhanfei Liu - Deciphering molecular level information 

of marine sinking particles using a novel thermal 

-slicing pyrolysis coupled with gas chromatography 

mass spectrometry (American Chemical Society)

 o Robert Dickey - Mission-Aransas NERR Hurricane 

Harvey Recovery (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration)

 o Robert Dickey – Restoration of a laboratory building 

at the University of Texas Marine Science Institute 

(U.S. Economic Development Administration)

 o Jim McClelland – Collaborative Research: AON: The 

Arctic Great Rivers Observatory ArcticGRO (National 

Science Foundation)

 o Jace Tunnell - Developing the Citizen Science Project, 

Nurdle Patrol (Schmidt Family Foundation)

 o Jace Tunnell - Sea Turtle Stranding and Salvage 

Network Subcomponent and Kemp’s Ridley Sea 

Turtle Nest Detection and Enhancement – Rehab, 

Stranding, Nesting (Natural Resource Trustees For 

The State of Texas)

 o Zhanfei Liu - Flocculation of riverine organic 

matter when mixed with seawater: The chemical 

characteristics of flocculants, their aerobic 

respiration and potential contribution to coastal 

hypoxia (ConTex)

 o Tracy Villareal - Collaborative Research: Transparent 

exopolymer and phytoplankton vertical migration 

as sources for preformed nitrate anomalies in the 

subtropical N. Pacific Ocean (National Science 

Foundation)

 o Ken Dunton - Impacts of Sedimentation and Drivers of 

Variability in the Boulder Patch Community, Beaufort 

Sea (Bureau of Ocean Energy and Minerals)

 o Lee Fuiman - Assessing the Role of Broodstock Diets 

for Southern Flounder Stock Enhancement Success 

(Texas Parks & Wildlife Department)

 o Katie Swanson - Egery Flats Post-Construction 

Monitoring (Coastal Bend Bays & Estuaries Program)

 o Zhanfei Liu - Multi-dimensional Structural Elucidation 

of Oceanic Dissolved Organic Matter Using High 

Resolution Mass Spectrometry (UT Vice President 

for Research)

External Affairs
Community Outreach 

Administration personnel participated in several outreach 

events this quarter, including but not limited to:

 o Visit from UT Project Management and Construction 

Services (PMCS) Jill Stewart and Lester Felder

 o PMCS hired Scott Meares to be located on campus 

at UTMSI

 o Port Aransas Rod and Reel voted to make another 

donation this year

 o Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Coastal 

Resources Advisory Committee Meeting met here in  

August

 o Monument contract issued in December

 o Gave update to Rep. Todd Hunter on permits under 

consideration in Port Aransas

 o July Oyster Summit hosted by Rep. Todd Hunter

 o Marine Science Advisory Board meeting in August

 o Coastal States Organization Meeting

We were excited to host the 45th Annual Conference of the 
International Association of Aquatic and Marine Science 
Libraries and Information Centers this fall. Photo credit:; UTMSI 
/ Sally Palmer. 
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Around Campus 
Hurricane Recovery
We’ve made tremendous progress in the last two years 

since Hurricane Harvey. This summer we began the 

unofficial second phase of construction - supporting 

research infrastructure. The largest construction project 

that began was the marina and pier project. The remains 

of the pier have been removed and the marina’s below-

ground structure is currently being installed. The Marine 

Science Education Center is still under construction, but 

recently asbestos was abated and the ceiling and kitchen 

are currently being repaired. The Bay Education Center in 

Rockport is mostly complete and is tentatively scheduled 

to open in January. It’s Science on a Sphere exhibit has 

been installed and the permanent exhibits will follow. The 

design for the new Center for Coastal Ocean Science is 

underway and bidding for construction is anticipated in 

the fall. At the Amos Rehabilitation Keep, the flight cage 

construction has finished and is now in operation. 

Repairs To Come
 o The wet laboratories in the main laboratory and at the 

Fisheries and Mariculture Laboratory will all be repaired.

 o The marina and pier construction will continue,  with 

anticipated completion this summer.  

 o The Marine Science Education Center is still under 

construction. We anticipate repair of the Estuary Explorium 

Where We’ve Been
 o In June, researchers and students, and staff presented 

at or attended the Funchal/Madeira, Portugal-Attend IV 

General Meetings of the Euro Cigua Project in Portugal; 

the Experimental Reproductive Methods Training Course in 

Woodshole, Massachusetts; GOMRI Synthesis Core Area 2 

Workshop in Washington D.C.; the International Estuarine 

Biogeochemistry Symposium in Spain; the American 

Society for Microbiology Workshop in San Francisco, 

California; Phycological Society of America meeting in 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida; and the GOMRI Plankton Synthesis 

Workshop in Atlanta, Georgia. 

 o  In July, researchers and students presented at or 

attended the Society for Environmental Biology in 

Spain; the 8th Congress of European Microbiologists in 

Scotland; Gordon Research Conference in Holderness, 

New Hampshire; NERRA Strategic Meeting in Wells, Maine; 

Barataria-Terrebonne Bays Council in Thibodaux, Louisiana. 

 o In August, researchers, students, and staff presented at 

or attended meetings at Mote Aquaculture Park and Mote 

Marine Lab in Sarasota, Florida; scientific diving course in 

Cocodrie, Louisiana; NOAA for 312 Program Evaluation in 

Georgetown, South Carolina; research cruise from Honolulu, 

Hawaii; International Congress of Comparative Physiology 

and Biochemistry in Ontario, Canada; DROPPS All Hands 

Meeting in Baltimore, Maryland; Ecological Society of 

America Meeting in Louisville, Kentucky, Reflecting on 

Practice (ROP) Sessions in Dauphin Island, Alabama;  and 

participated in Alaska area research activities.

 o In September, researchers, students, and staff 

presented at or attended meetings at the Coastal Bend 

Advocacy Conference in Washington D.C., WIZ Probe 

Training/Nutrient Sensor Workshop in Lafayette, Louisiana; 

ROP Coaching Workshop in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  

 o In October, Dr. Robert Dickey presented at National 

Association of Marine Labs meetings in Washington, D.C. 

and Newport, Oregon.  

 o In November, researchers, students, and staff presented 

at or attended meetings at 10th US HAB Symposium in 

Orange Beach, Alabama; Coastal and Estuarine Research 

Federation Meeting in Mobile, Alabama; Society of 

Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry Science Meeting 

in Toronto, Canada; NERRS Annual Meeting in Charleston, 

South Carolina; and the Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries 

Institute Workshop Punta Cana, Dominican Republic.

 o  In December, researchers, students, and staff presented 

at or attended meetings at Sea Turtle Rehab Workshop in 

Marathon, Florida and the American Geophysical Union 

Fall meeting in San Francisco, California.
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Mission-Aransas Reserve 
and Education
MissionAransas.org

Nurdle Patrol Gets Boost from Lawsuit Settlement
    Plastic pollution has contaminated every continent on 

Earth. It kills wildlife from whales to sea turtles. Some of 

the smallest plastic particles, called nurdles, are among 

the most insidious. It’s difficult to even catalog the scope 

of the problem. But one group of citizen scientists is going 

to try - a recent lawsuit against a plastics manufacturer is 

about to give them a major boost.

     When petrochemical company Formosa Plastics agreed 

in October to pay $50 million in the largest-ever settlement 

of a lawsuit linked to the federal Clean Water Act, one of 

the terms involved $1 million for the Nurdle Patrol, a new 

worldwide citizen science initiative spearheaded by The 

University of Texas at Austin’s Marine Science Institute 

and its Mission-Aransas National Estuarine Research 

Reserve.

     In a case brought by residents of nearby Port Lavaca 

and environmental groups, the corporation had been 

found to have illegally polluted waterways with billions of 

nurdles, the base material from which most plastic items 

are manufactured.

     The Nurdle Patrol started as a Facebook group where 

A new program brings health and wellness opportunities 
to UTMSI students and staff, including flu vaccines as 
demonstrated by Boat Captain Frank Ernst. Photo credit: 
UTMSI/Sally Palmer. 

exhibit space to be complete this spring along with the 

designs for the rest of the center and accompanying 

aquaria. 

 o Repair of the outdoor educational trails including the 

Wetlands Education Center, Waterwise Wildlife Garden, and 

Dunescape are anticipated to start this spring.

 o The Bay Education Center will be opened with reduced 

hours this spring while we design and reconstruct the 

permanent exhibits. 

 o The animal hospital “bird building” at the Amos 

Rehabilitation Keep will be rebuilt with support from the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The 

design and construction are scheduled to take several 

years and are still in the design phase. 

 o New Housing - Turner Ramirez Architects designed 

several new housing projects are planned and include 

additional units at the Wilson Cottage Complex, Lund 

House and a new Dormitory. We anticipate construction 

of the Wilson Cottage complex to begin this spring (soon 

to be renamed), the Lund House this summer, followed by 

the new Dormitory. 

 o Around campus - we continue to work on replacing 

signage, landscaping destroyed by the storm and new gates 

at housing, maintenance and ARK complexes. 

New Program Promotes Health and Wellness
With the repair of the main laboratory, the monthly Taco 

Tuesday was reinstated courtesy of Director Dr. Dickey. 

Taco Tuesday creates an opportunity for students and 

staff to mingle and collaborate. In addition to promoting 

collegiality, the monthly Taco Tuesday event is also 

helping promote health and wellness with featured 

presentations or demonstrations. Presentations have 

been varied and have ranged from flu vaccines, to yoga 

class, to a blood drive. This spring the presentations will 

include healthy eating, stress management, and “stop 

the bleed” demonstrations.  
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Jace Tunnell, director of the Mission-Aransas National 

Estuarine Research Reserve, recruited residents along 

the Gulf Coast to do short beach surveys and report the 

number of nurdles they found. What started small with a 

handful of volunteers rapidly grew to thousands in a matter 

of months. In September, the website NurdlePatrol.org 

launched. Anyone anywhere in the world can learn how to 

do a nurdle survey and report findings. 

   The collected data is provided to state environmental 

agencies such as the Texas Commission on Environmental 

Quality on a monthly basis. With the influx of settlement 

funds spread out over five years, Tunnell hopes to train 

more citizen scientists, offer workshops and create 

Nurdle Patrol citizen scientists in areas that don’t have 

them.

     Nurdles are not just an eyesore on beaches. They are 

microplastics, meaning plastics less than 5 millimeters 

in size. Often, wildlife such as sea turtles, fish and birds 

mistake nurdles and other microplastics for food and 

ingest them. Nurdles are also known to adsorb harmful 

chemicals such as DDT, an insecticide, that has been 

linked to problems in animals, including humans.

     Zhanfei Liu, an associate professor at the University of 

Texas Marine Science Institute, is a research partner to 

the Nurdle Patrol. He works to combat the microplastic 

scourge by examining how nurdles adsorb chemicals 

such as PBCs (polychlorinated biphenyls) and PAHs 

(polyaromatic hydrocarbons), which can be harmful to 

people. Liu has detected both in nurdles.

     “Plastic lasts a very long time in the environment,” Liu 

said. “Our preliminary data detects PCBs and PAHs on 

nurdles. It’s concerning.”

Nurdles are plastic pellets that are used to manufacture 
everything from toys to packaging. They also pollute beaches 
and waterways. Photo by Vivian Abagiu.

Community Resources

In effort to support the information needs of the 

community, we have published several literature 

reviews on our website for “Microplastics & Nurdles” 

and Desalinization and Channel Deepening.” 

Check out www.utmsi.utexas.edu  

In celebration of World Oceans Day on June 8th the University 
of Texas Marine Science Institute and Mission-Aransas Reserve 
partnered with the Corpus Christi Hooks and the Texas Coastal 
Bend Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation to host an island wide 
coastal clean-up. Over 200 volunteers, helped dispose of over 
3,000 pounds trash! In addition to the partner organizations, 
the beach cleanup was supported by CITGO, Kleberg Bank, 
Aramark, and Dawson Recycling. The event was combined with 
the Hooks Conservation weekend and a $500 donation to the 
Mission-Aransas National Estuarine Research Reserve.
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Ageless Learning by the Sea
     Quick, grandmother grab the end of the seine net. That 

phrase and many other unusual shouts were just a few 

that could be overheard during an Intergenerational Road 

Scholar Program hosted June 9-14th at The University of 

Texas Marine Science Institute. Twenty participants of 

grandchildren and grandparents immersed themselves 

in a week-long vacation and learning experience about 

marine science. They hailed from states all over including 

Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina, Texas 

and Wisconsin.

     During their adventure, the group learned about local 

coastal marshes, fisheries research, conservation, and 

many more topics. “The activities were educational, 

fun and unique for both adults and children,” said one 

participant. “Our grandchild especially enjoyed the 

kayaking around the bird sanctuary, the nurdle hunt, 

exploring at the seashore with the ranger, the boat ride 

viewing dolphins, netting sea creatures and being able to 

handle the safe ones, and of course the surprise ‘pirate 

attack’.” This was one of many Road Scholar programs 

offered by the Marine Science Institute. Learn more about 

future programs at roadscholar.org

‘Tis the Season for Science
Shout out to students who love science! This fall’s Port 

Aransas Science Fair is a culmination of research and 

experimentation by 4th and 5th graders from H.G. Olsen 

Elementary School.  Each student designed, executed, 

and analyzed the results of their own science experiment.  

Students presented a poster detailing their experiments 

to local judges from The University of Texas Marine 

Science Institute.  Previous student projects spanned a 

range of topics from what materials insulate ice the best, 

to the diet preferences of pets, and determining what 

brand of paper towels is the most absorbent. 

Judge and UTMSI graduate student, Alexis Khursigara, talks to 
Lily Nixon, age 11, a 5th grade student in H.G. Olsen Elementary 
about the liquid absorbing powers of eggs. Credit: UTMSI/
Leighann Martin. 

Road Scholar participants enjoy a unique intergenerational 
education program this summer. Credit: UTMSI/ Linda Fuiman. 

Andrew Orgill, animal rehabilitator, releases a Cooper’s Hawk 
in the first test flight of the newly constructed flight cage at 
the Amos Rehabilitation Keep. Credit: UTMSI/Sally Palmer. 
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Spotlight on Students
Graduations

 o Craig Connolly, Ph.D. “Dissolved organic matter in 

Arctic watersheds and coastal waters” Advisor: Jim 

McClelland, August 2019

 o Chris Biggs, Ph.D. “Relationships between the 

Behavioral Dynamics of Fish Spawning Aggregations 

and Reproductive Resilience” Advisor: Brad Erisman, 

August 2019

 o Joshua Lonthair, Ph.D. “Resilience to an Acid Base 

Disturbance and the Development and Plasticity 

of Acid-Base Regulatory Pathways in Estuarine 

Teleosts” Advisor: Andrew Esbaugh, December 2019

 o Spencer Keyser, M.S. “Impacts of mangrove 

expansion and regional climate change on coastal 

avian community dynamics” Advisor: Lauren Yeager, 

December 2019

 o Marguerite Langwig, M.S. “Expansion of 

Deltaproteobacteria diversity from marine sediment 

reveals unique metabolic features” Advisor: Brett 

Baker, December 2019

Fall Fellowships & Internships
 o Derek Bolser was awarded the prestigious Graduate 

School Donald D. Harrington Dissertation Fellowship.

 o Alexis Khursigara received $5,000 CCA-Allen Jacoby 

Memorial Scholarship and the 2019-2020 Marine 

Science Research Fellowship (supported by Lund, 

Stuckey, PARR, and Farley Endowments in addition 

to the Director’s Discretionary Fund). 

 o Xin Xu received a fall 2019 Marine Science Research 

Fellowship (supported by the Lund Endowment).

 o Ian Rambo received the UTMSI Discovery Fellowship.

 o Arley Muth 2019-2020 Graduate Dean’s Prestigious 

Fellowship Supplement.

 o Aquanette Sanders 2019-2020 Graduate School 

Mentoring Dean’s Strategic Fellowship.

 o Brian Kim was awarded the National Science 

Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship.

 o Hengchen Wei and Xin Xu were awarded a 

departmental supplement to the Graduate School 

Professional Development Award from the Vaughan 

Endowment.

Welcome & Promotions
New Employees
 Dylan Black (Research Scientist Associate with Channel 

View Campus Seawater Systems), Leigh Walsh (Research 

Scientist Associate with Port Street Campus Seawater 

Systems), Christina Marconi (Research Scientist Assistant 

with the Mission-Aransas Reserve Stewardship Program), 

Laura Jenkins (Postdoctoral Fellow in the Thomas Lab), 

Parvathi Nair (Postdoctoral Fellow in the Fuiman Lab), 

Philip Souza (Graduate Student in the Erisman Lab), Aqua 

Sanders (Graduate Student in the McClelland Lab), Patrick 

Chapman (Security), Teresa Bennett (Laboratory Research 

Assistant, in the Peter Thomas Lab), Sarah Cunningham 

(Coastal Training Program Coordinator with the Mission-

Aransas Reserve), Scott Meares (Project Manager in Project 

Management and Construction Services), David Plata 

(Grounds), and Jeanette Garza (Department Buyer, Fiscal).

Awards & Honors
 o UTMSI’s director, Dr. Robert Dickey is president-elect 

and this January will take over the helm as president 

of the National Association of Marine Laboratories.

 o Dr. Peter Thomas received the prestigious North 

American Society of Comparative Endocrinology’s 

(NASCE) award for “Life-time contribution to the 

field of Comparative Endocrinology.”

 o Postdoctoral fellow, Dr. Valerie De Anda received 

a Makela-Cassell Travel Award for Early Career 

Scientists.

 o Dr. Ed Buskey received the Mission-Aransas NERR 

Coastal Champion award. 

Would you like to be added to our newsletter mailing 
list? E-mail Sally Palmer at sally.palmer@utexas.edu


